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INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
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RECOMMENDED TOOLS AND MATERIALS
Most of the procedures require the use of common tools and materials, which are available from hardware and plumbing 
supply stores. It is essential that the tools and materials be on hand before work has begun.

 

Thank you for selecting DXV. To ensure this product is installed properly, please read these instructions carefully before you begin.  
(Certain installations may require professional help.) Also be sure your installation conforms to local codes.

To maintain the beauty of the finish, avoid placing the furniture in direct sunlight, as sunlight causes fading. Also avoid extreme  
changes in temperature by arranging furniture away from radiators, heat and air vents, and air conditioning units. Avoid placing  
furniture directly under windows.

CAUTION: PRODUCT IS FRAGILE. TO AVOID BREAKAGE AND POSSIBLE INJURY HANDLE WITH CARE!!

Models D19085030, D19086030

DXV Belshire™

Vanity 

VANITY INSTALLATION 

•  Unpack unit carefully, taking care not to damage 
corners, unit is heavy.

•  Provide suitable 2x6 reinforcement required for anchoring  
the vanity to the wall using the vanities cleat. 

•  Ensure roughin water supply lines and drain correctly  
fit within openings of vanity. Suitable space is provided for this.

Remove vanity drawers which will aid moving and handling of  
vanity and to provide room to connect water supply lines and 
drain. To do so, open top drawer first and pull orange tab (under 
drawer) towards the center of drawer on both left and right sides 
which will release the drawer from the side rails or tracks. Pull 
drawer up and out. Repeat for other drawer(s). 

Carefully unpack marble top and lay on a protective cushioned surface to avoid any possible scratching  
or chipping (marble top is heavy).

NOTE: Bottom side of marble has threaded inserts.
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Carefully unpack lavatory and place in the center of opening on the underside 
of the marble top as an under counter mount installation. Ensure lavatory 
is centered evenly over underside of marble top opening front to back, side 
to side and trace a pencil line around the perimeter of the lavatory onto the 
underside of the marble top. 

Mark the wall using the provided wooden cleat at each of the pre drilled pilot hole locations  
where the vanity will be hung and level. 

NOTE: If using optional vanity legs, ensure height of vanity once hung on cleat is at the correct height.

Screw the cleat into place using #10 x 2” screws. 
Carefully lift the vanity onto the cleat and ensure vanity sits flat and  
square to the surface of the wall with no gaps between vanity and wall.  
Ensure vanity is level.

Remove lavatory and apply silicone sealant around the traced pencil line of 
the marble top. 
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Place lavatory back onto underside of marble top within the traced  
pencil line. Further attach the sink to the marble top using the supplied  
sink clips and screws at 4 locations to hold lavatory in place.

Carefully tighten all 4 screws alternately, do not overtighten. 
Clean off any sealant that may have run out.

Install faucet and drain to sink according to manufacturer’s instructions.

NOTE: If installing optional vanity legs, proceed to Installation of Vanity Legs on page 4

1/2 MIN.

Clip

Brass insert

#10-32 Machine screw
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Screw vanity into cross support behind the wall to firmly attach 
vanity to the wall.

Place assembled combination of marble counter top and lavatory 
onto top of vanity. Ensure marble top is flush to rear of wall and 
centered left to right over the vanity and check level front to back, 
left to right. Also check that drain and water supply lines correctly fit 
when drawers are installed.

Remove marble counter top and apply a generous amount of ad-
hesive on surface of vanity where the marble counter top will sit to 
hold top in place. 

Carefully place marble top back onto vanity and position in place as 
noted above. Remove any adhesive that may run out.

Connect drain and water supply lines and check for leaks.

Replace all 3 drawers. NOTE: If drawers do not close smoothly or 
correctly, they may require an adjustment which can be done by 
moving the white tabs next to the orange tabs in or out which will 
raise or lower the drawer on the rails or tracks.
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•  Carefully place vanity on its back side to expose the underside/bottom  
of the vanity.

•  Threaded mounting holes for supplied screws are installed on both  
sides of the vanity.

•  Vanity legs are screwed in place with the supplied screws on each side.  

NOTE:  There is a Front and Rear (back) side to the legs which can be  
identified by a slight opening of the upper horizontal frame, which 
would be the rear.

•  Once all 6 screws are installed, continue to install the vanity as per steps for 

“Vanity Installation". 

NOTE:  Once vanity is completely secured onto cleat, it may be necessary to 

adjust the leveling feet at the bottom of the legs on the floor to adjust 

for height.

 

Vanity Legs
Model D19087000 Series

LEG INSTALLATION 

NOTE: Vanity legs are optional and need  
to be purchased and considered before the 
actual installation of the vanity to  
ensure height dimensions are correct  
for water supply lines and waste drain.

In the United States:
DXV
One Centennial Avenue 
Piscataway, New Jersey 08855
Attention: Director of Customer Care

For residents of the United States, warranty 
information may also be obtained by calling 
the following toll free number: (800) 227-2734
www.DXV.com

In Canada:
DXV 
5900 Avebury Road  
Mississauga, Ontario  
L5R 3M3 
Canada

Toll Free: 1-800-387-0369
Local: 905-306-1093 
Fax: 1-800-395-1498 
www.DXV.ca

In Mexico:
DXV 
Via Morelos 330 
Col. Santa Clara Coatitla  
Ecatepec, Estado de México 55540

Toll Free: 01-800-8391200
www.DXV.mx
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